Introduction
[2] Following Newton [1943] , and prior to Joselyn and McIntosh [1981] , solar flares were widely considered to be the sole source of great sporadic geomagnetic storms. During that time, however, Dodson and Hedeman [1964] wrote: ''Even among the lists of exceedingly severe geomagnetic storms there are cases, albeit few in number, for which the evidence of flare-association is not convincing . . . [with] no reports of major flares, short-wave fades, or major radiofrequency events within suitable preceding time intervals. It is possible that [such] storms constitute a warning that the cause of severe geomagnetic storms, even of the apparently sporadic type or with SCs [sudden commencements], may not always rest with the seemingly suitable precedent flares that we currently associate with them.''
[3] Today we recognize the cautionary statement of Dodson and Hedeman [1964] as a precursor of the general recognition, which came nearly 30 years later, that certain CMEs, rather than the major flares with which they were characteristically, but not always, associated, were the essential element for producing great sporadic storms [Kahler, 1992; Gosling, 1993] . The reviews of Kahler and Gosling built in part on the analysis of Joselyn and McIntosh [1981] , who associated the major geomagnetic storm of 27 -28 August 1978 with the disappearance of a large quiescent solar filament on 23 August. Subsequently, Cliver and Crooker [1993] associated a great ''problem'' storm on 28 October 1961 (to which Dodson and Hedeman [1964] initially drew attention) with a disappearing solar filament (DSF) (lying, by definition [see, e.g., Bruzek and Durrant, 1977, sections 9.10 and 10.7] , outside an active region) on 25 October of that year and McAllister et al. [1996] associated a great storm on 17 April 1994 with the formation of an extended ($150°east-west and 30-40°north-south) high-latitude soft X-ray arcade, a signature of a major solar eruption, on 14 April. The 17 April event represents an extreme example of a problem storm in that the long segment of chromospheric neutral line over which the eruption occurred was marked only by filament channels (FC) [Martin, 1998 ] and small and faint filaments. A fourth example of a major Dst storm with a quiet Sun source (i.e., lying outside of both active regions and coronal holes) was recently reported by Zhang et al. [2007] , who determined the solar sources of all large (Dst À100 nT) geomagnetic storms during solar cycle 23 (1996 -2005) . They linked a storm on 22 October 1999 with a DSF-associated eruption originating outside an active region late on 17 October.
[4] Joselyn and McIntosh [1981] subdivided geomagnetic storms according to their solar sources: flares, disappearing solar filaments (DSFs or eruptions of the magnetic field overlying FCs) outside of active regions, and coronal holes. Today we combine the first two of these sources under coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The earlier distinction is worth keeping in mind for a practical reason: the difficulty in forecasting storms that originate in solar eruptions outside of active regions and thus lack strong flare emissions. Given this difficulty, it is useful to consider the limiting size of such storms in comparison with those with other types of solar sources. The largest flare-associated Dst storm since 1905 (based on a recent extension of the Dst index [Love, 2007; J. J. Love, personal communication, 2008] that will be used throughout this paper) was the great storm of 25 September 1909 [Lockyer, 1909; Hale, 1931; Silverman, 1995] which had a minimum hourly Dst value = À670 nT. The largest such storm during the space age was the well-known space weather event of March 1989 [Allen et al., 1989] which had a minimum hourly Dst value of À559 nT. The largest 27-day recurrent storm (attributed to a high-speed stream/ co-rotating interaction region [Crooker and Cliver, 1994] ; see also Krieger et al. [1973] , Gulbrandsen [1973] , and Neupert and Pizzo [1974] ) from 1972 to 2005 had a minimum Dst value of À161 nT [Richardson et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007] . The minimum Dst values of the four storms discussed above that originated in quiet Sun regions were as follows: 28 October 1961, À267 nT; 28 August 1978, À216 nT; 17 April 1994, À189 nT; and 22 October 1989, À232 nT. Two other storms without strong solar associations mentioned by Dodson and Hedeman [1964] , 4 September 1958 (À289 nT; this event was preceded by a 1+ flare at E84) and 5 -7 October 1960 (À236 nT), may also have originated in quiet Sun regions [Cliver and Crooker, 1993] .
[5] In this paper, we document a storm that originated in an eruption outside of an active region that surpassed all six of these (real or putative) quiet Sun events. During the great storm of 9 November 1991, the minimum hourly Dst reached À354 nT. Our analysis is presented in section 2 and results are summarized and discussed in section 3. Cliver and Svalgaard, 2004] . None of the six large problem storms mentioned in section 1 appears on this list of events, each being too small.
[7] To determine if Table 1 contained any storms originating outside of active regions, we relied on the work of Newton [1943 Newton [ , 1944 Newton [ , 1948 , Jones [1955] , Cliver and Crooker [1993] , the 1991 Boulder Preliminary Report of Solar-Geophysical Data (BPR/SGD), and Zhang et al. [2007] for solar source identifications. From these references we obtained sources (either suitable flares or, for times when flare observations were unavailable, large/favorably located active regions) for all but one of the listed storms. (For the storm on 25 January 1938, Jones [1955] suggests a flare ''33 hours earlier at the extreme position of 82°west of the Sun's central meridian over Group 12673'' (mean area during disk passage = 2955 millionths of a hemisphere).)
[8] Only the great storm from 8 to 10 November 1991 lacked association with a major solar flare (or strong candidate active region). This storm began with a sudden commencement at 0648 UT on 8 November and reached its minimum hourly Dst value of À354 nT at 01 UT on 9 November (Figure 1) . Quoting from the BPR/SGD for that year, as written by the Space Weather Prediction Center forecasters: ''The most likely source of this disturbance is thought to be the disappearance of the 24 degree long filament from the southeast quadrant on 6 [meaning between 5-6] November.'' It is noteworthy that no advance warning was issued for this major storm, which ranked 15th in size Love, personal communication, 2008) . The great storm of May 1921 which may, in fact, be the largest storm of the last $100 years [Kappenman, 2006] , ranks 26th on the list and is currently being reevaluated using additional data. At most stations the magnetometers were driven off-scale for this event. The time refers to the minimum hourly value of Dst. The black arrow points to the quiescent filament that disappeared, and the magenta arrow points to AR 6906, the site of newly emerging flux in early November. Active Region 6891, highlighted in yellow, was a prolific producer of M-class and X-class flares with an X-ray Region Index (XRI) McIntosh, 1990 McIntosh, , 1993 ; it was $ 20°behind the west limb at the time of the eruption responsible for the great storm.
(as measured by Dst) of magnetic storms between 1905 and 2004, surpassing such well-known events as the July 1982 event for which the responsible interplanetary disturbance produced detectable radio emission from the termination shock of the heliosphere [Gurnett et al., 1993] and the storm linked to a major solar eruption on ''Bastille Day'' 2000 [Watari et al., 2001] . The November 1991 storm was the largest event from March 1989 until late in the present cycle, when it was exceeded in intensity by two flareassociated events: 30 October 2003 (À384 nT) and 20 November 2003 (À457 nT) [Gopalswamy et al., 2005a [Gopalswamy et al., , 2005b Zhang et al., 2007] . Figure 2 gives the Ha synoptic chart from 13 October to 12 November 1991, encompassing Carrington Rotation (CR) 1848. The key element of Ha synoptic charts [McIntosh, 1979; Fox et al., 1998; McIntosh, 2003 ] is the delineation of large-scale chromospheric neutral lines, via filaments and filament channels, and, when these tracers are not present, inferred interconnections based on continuity and guided by coronal hole (from He 10830 Å observations) and active region locations. The eruption responsible for the November 1991 storm occurred over the neutral line segment (from $0 -100°heliolongitude) lying inside the light blue oval; a black arrow marks the filament that erupted.
Solar Observations of the
[10] Figure 3 contains sequences of images from the Yohkoh soft X-ray telescope (SXT; top), the Yohkoh whitelight telescope (middle), and the Kitt Peak magnetograph (bottom) for 1 -5 November. NOAA active region (AR) 6906, located at the top right of the light blue oval in Figure 2 and marked by the magenta arrow, is at the center of the boxes in the top panel. The white light images in the middle panel and the magnetograms in the bottom panel reveal the rapid growth in sunspot area of this region, from $20 millionths of a hemisphere late on 3 November to $80 millionths late on 4 November to $400 millionths late on 5 November, when the DSF-associated eruption occurred. Field lines extending from this region along the neutral line (indicated in Figure 2 ) to the southeast and northeast are apparent in the SXT images as early as 1 November and are well defined by 4 November. The rapid growth of AR 6906, and the magnetic loops extending from it toward the large filament to the southeast, suggest that the active region evolution destabilized the magnetic field overlying the large-scale neutral line.
Soft X-Ray and Ha Images
[11] To obtain an independent (from the Boulder forecasters) assessment of the source of the 9 November 1991 geomagnetic storm, we examined the GOES whole Sun soft X-ray curve from 4 to 7 November (Figure 4 ) as well as Ha images from the Sacramento Peak and Meudon Observatories ( Figure 5 ) and Yohkoh SXT images ( Figure 6 ). The candidate source events from SXT observations during this Figure 3 . Sequences of images from (top) Yohkoh SXT (reverse color), (middle) the Yohkoh white-light telescope, and (bottom) the Kitt Peak magnetograph (white, positive polarity; black, negative polarity) for 1 -5 November. The boxes in the top panel are centered on NOAA AR 6906, which rapidly evolved between 3 and 5 November. The vertical artifacts in AR 6906 on 4 and 5 November in SXT data are due to small C-class flares. In these and subsequent solar images, solar north is to the top, and west to the right.
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CLIVER ET AL.: GREAT GEOMAGNETIC STORM OF NOVEMBER 1991 four day interval are listed in Table 2 . The two long-duration M-class flares on 4 November are the most promising prima facie candidates in Figure 4 (events 1 and 2) but reference to Table 2 shows that both arose in AR 6891 (or adjacent AR 6892), then at the southwest limb, and are therefore unlikely sources of the great storm. The blended activity between 04 and 08 UT on 5 November (event 3) also arose in activity at the west limb. Only one of the events in Table 2 appears to have been capable of giving rise to the great storm on 8 -10 November: the disappearance of a $25°-long high-latitude filament ($S35E25) at $23 UT on 5 November that was accompanied by an extended ($90°) soft X-ray arcade (and $25°-long flare-like ribbons) in the southern hemisphere. In the series of Ha images in Figure 5 , Figures 5a and 5b are ''before'' (with the filament circled) and ''after'' (with the extended section of the neutral line which erupted encompassed by the oval) images bracketing the disappearance of the filament. In Figure 5c , the faint two-ribbon brightening (circled) surrounding the former position of the filament (Figure 5a ) was not reported as a flare in Solar-Geophysical Data. Kiepenheuer [1964] presciently viewed such DSF-associated brightenings as ''soft'' versions of active region flares. The faint brightenings in Figure 5c lie near one end of a continuum of eruptive events with prominent two-ribbon flares from active regions on the other end; both types of events are encompassed by the standard CSHKP picture [see, e.g., Hudson and Cliver, 2001 ] of solar eruptions. Figure 5d shows the Sun at $ 08 UT on 6 November during the development of the large-scale soft X-ray arcade. In Figure 5d the upper part of the filament that disappeared late on November 5 has reformed and is more prominent than it was before the disappearance of the main section of the filament to the southeast. Figure 5a and the section of the largescale neutral line which erupted encompassed by the oval in Figure 5b . In Figure 5c the two-ribbon brightening outlining the footprints of the erupted filament is circled. Figure 5d was taken during the secondary brightening of the soft X-ray arcade. Figures 5a -5c are from Sacramento Peak Observatory, and Figure 5d is from Meudon Observatory. Figure 6b indicates the loops which were enhanced following a C5 flare with maximum at 2059 UT in AR 6906. The white arrow in Figure 6c indicates intense brightening associated with the DSF, and the black arrow in Figure 6f points to the soft X-ray arcade near its maximum phase of development. pre-eruption state, with the pre-existing coronal helmetstreamer configuration visible but relatively faint. Figure 6b at 2118 UT shows loops (indicated by a black arrow) reaching from AR 6906 to the northern vicinity of the large filament; these loops had brightened following a C5 flare (Figure 4 ) with maximum at 2059 UT in AR 6906. In Ha, the filament began to erupt at $2100 UT and disappeared by 2316 UT (Figure 5b ). In SXT images, the associated coronal brightening is apparent as the dark feature (indicated by a white arrow) toward the bottom left of the frame taken at that time ( Figure 6c ). (In Figures 6b-6f , part of the Sun's western hemisphere is cut off as the SXT field of view was adjusted to focus on coronal activity from major AR 6891 (shaded yellow in Figure 2 ), then $20°beyond the southwest limb of the Sun.) Note that by 0518 UT on 6 November ( Figure  6d ), the extended soft X-ray arcade has faded significantly but by 0702 UT (Figure 6e ) it has clearly begun to brighten. This could indicate either delayed growth of the post flare loop system associated with the DSF-associated eruption late on the 5th (in which case the earlier brightening would correspond to the eruption itself) or a secondary eruption encompassing the same section of chromospheric neutral line. Given the cadence of SXT images (5 November-2316 UT; 6 November-0153 UT, 0223 UT, 0518 UT, 0548 UT, 0646 UT, 0702 UT, 1036 UT, 1136 UT, 1153 UT . . .), we cannot be more definitive. That said, there seems no question that this eruption, either simple or complex, was the source of the great storm. Maximum brightness of the arcade is reached at $1200 UT (Figure 6f ).
[13] During the course of the DSF, at 2208 UT, an M1 flare, superimposed on a complex long duration $C4 event, occurred in AR 6096 (event 4 in Figure 4 ). While this impulsive flare may have helped to further destabilize the filament (which began to erupt at $2100 UT), it is not considered to be a candidate source for the great storm. Similarly the three M-class events on 6 November (events 5, 6, and 7) all from AR 6906, lack the long-durations of flares characteristically associated with great geomagnetic storms.
Solar Wind Observations
[14] In order to confidently link solar eruptions to geomagnetic storms, it is necessary to use solar wind speed data as a consistency check, applying empirical tools such as that developed by Cliver et al. [1990] and Gopalswamy et al.
[2001] to make certain that measured solar wind speeds at Earth are compatible with shock transit times and CME speeds (where available) for a given solar source. Solar wind data for the November 1991 storm have a gap for much of 8 November, as can be seen in Figure 8 , where the data points surrounded by blue diamonds (for magnetic field strength, B) and red circles (for speed, V) represent the available OMNI data and the uncloaked points represent assumed data, as discussed below. Fortunately, solar wind magnetic field data exist for the crucial period covering the peak of the storm as measured by the geomagnetic Dst (Figure 1) and am indices. The measured minimum hourly average B Z value of À26.7 nT at 23 UT on 8 November corresponded to a total B magnitude of 30.8 nT. Siscoe et al. [1978] calculated that southward B Z fields this strong occur on average about once per year.
Solar Wind Reconstruction From Geomagnetic Data
[15] High-confidence relationships have been developed over the years between geomagnetic data (which do not suffer from gaps) and solar wind parameters [Svalgaard, 1977; Temerin and Li, 2002] . Geomagnetic activity is driven primarily by the solar wind B and V. Because the widely used am and Dst geomagnetic indices [Mayaud, 1980] have different dependencies on these parameters, we can use them to fill data gaps in the following manner: (1) on the basis of experience and intuition, assume solar wind speed and magnetic field data for periods of missing data; (2) use these composite profiles (consisting of actual and assumed values) to derive one of the indices (in our case am, via Svalgaard [1977] ); (3) adjust the assumed, gap-filling, solar wind parameters as necessary until the observed am is faithfully reproduced by the model; (4) use the various continuous solar wind parameter series obtained by this method (i.e., V, B X , B Y , B Z , and n (density); with V and B Z shown in Figure 7 ) to calculate the other index (Dst, via Temerin and Li [2002] ) as a test of the method. For the November 1991 storm, this approach is validated by the reasonable agreement seen in Figure 8 between Dst values derived from the composite (real and inferred) time series of solar wind parameters and Dst values determined from magnetometer observations. A variation of this method has also been employed to model the solar wind for the 1 -2 September 1859 super storm [Li et al., 2006] .
Linking the Eruption to the Storm
[16] The peak solar wind speed obtained using the above approach was 725 km s À1 late on 8 November (Figure 7 ). Taking the time of the DSF to be $2300 UT on the 5th, gives a Sun-Earth transit time of $56 h for the interplanetary shock (sudden commencement at 0647 UT on 8 November) and an average transit speed of $740 km s À1 . A point with coordinates of (740 km s À1 , 725 km s À1 ) falls at the outer edge of the scatter in Figure 9 (taken from Cliver et al. [1990] ). The location of the point for the November 1991 storm in this plot may be a reflection of its origin outside of an active region, in contrast to the large flare-associated events on which Figure 9 was based. We note that the two large ''quiet Sun'' storms discussed in the introduction for which solar wind data are available also lie above the general scatter (28 August ) in Figure 9 was associated with a long duration M4 flare on 4 September 1982 of which the Boulder forecasters wrote in the BPR/ SGD, ''The M4 event was a parallel ribbon flare extending 20°along the large filament to the west of Region 3886.'') Alternatively, or additionally, the November 1991 storm may have originated in a secondary eruption on 6 November (section 2.2.2), in which case the data point for this event would shift to the right and closer to the least squares line.
[17] An empirical shock arrival (ESA) model developed by Gopalswamy and colleagues relates T, the time in hours from CME onset at the Sun to shock arrival at 1 AU, to V, the average CME speed near the Sun, as follows: For the 5 November DSF-associated eruption, a T-range of 48-56 h yields a range in CME speeds from 890 to 1035 km s
À1
. Gopalswamy et al. [2005b] used equation (1) to obtain the speeds of 22 historical (i.e., pre-coronagraph) CMEs, including six corresponding to great storms in our Table 1 . The median CME speed for these six storms was $1850 km s À1 , well above the maximum possible speed for the 5 November 1991 eruption. This is consistent with the well-established fact that CMEs from quiet Sun regions tend to have lower speeds than those originating in active regions [e.g., Gosling et al., 1976] .
Conclusion

Summary
[18] We associate the great storm of 8 -10 November 1991 (Dst = À354 nT) with an eruption overlying an extended section of chromospheric neutral line outside of an active region. This is the largest storm yet documented that was associated with the eruption of a quiescent filament, exceeding that of 28 October 1961 (À267 nT [Cliver and Crooker, 1993] ) by $100 nT. For comparison, the largest coronal-hole-associated storms (at least during cycle 23) have minimum hourly Dst values $À130 nT [Zhang et al., 2007] while the largest flare-associated storm since 1905 had a minimum Dst value of À670 nT. Over all, the November 1991 storm was the 15th largest Dst event of the last 100 years. The solar signatures of the eruption responsible for the November 1991 storm include the Figure 9 . A plot of peak solar wind speed following an interplanetary shock at Earth versus the average shock speed from the Sun to the Earth for a sample of events observed from 1978 -1982 [Cliver et al., 1990 . The data pair for the November 1991 storm and its DSF solar source is indicated. disappearance of a $25°solar filament late on 5 November and the formation of a soft X-ray arcade spanning $90°of longitude. The destabilization of the large-scale neutral line manifested by the eruption followed the rapid growth of NOAA AR 6096 which was located at one end of the transient soft X-ray arcade. We used empirical relationships between shock transit time, peak solar wind speed (deduced from geomagnetic indices for this event), and CME speed to substantiate the eruption/storm association.
Quiet Sun Sources of Great Storms
[19] The location of AR 6096 near the northwest end of the extended soft X-ray arcade indicates that the eruption on 5 November did not arise from a ''pure'' quiet Sun source. That said, the notion that emerging flux in an active region could destabilize a distant quiescent filament was arrived at long before instruments such as Yohkoh revealed magnetic connections between widely separated solar regions. Bruzek [1952] wrote, ''. . .filament ascensions [associated with flare-like brightening outside an active region] are often caused by a disturbance which comes from a newly formed sunspot group. . ., ' ' precisely what appears to have happened in this case. Bruzek's pioneering study was recently updated and extended by Feynman and Martin [1995] , who presented statistical evidence that ''eruptions of quiescent filaments and associated coronal mass ejections . . . occur as a consequence of the destabilization of large-scale coronal arcades due to interactions between these structures and new and growing active regions'' (see Figure 6b for the 5 November 1991 DSF). It seems clear that AR 6096 and the impulsive flares it produced would not by themselves be considered promising candidates for association with a great geomagnetic storm. The outstanding solar event (near central meridian) during the time preceding the storm was the DSF and formation of the extended soft X-ray arcade, which lay largely outside AR 6096. In this sense, it is useful to retain the concept of quiet Sun sources of great geomagnetic storms.
[20] Feynman and Ruzmaikin [2004] documented a highspeed CME on 12 September 2000 that was associated with an erupting quiescent prominence and argued that such events serve to bridge the gap between the more common slow CMEs associated with DSFs and energetic CMEs that originate in active regions. While we inferred a relatively high CME speed of $1000 km s À1 [after Gopalswamy et al., 2005b] for the 5 November 1991DSF-associated eruption, this value is only about half the $1800 km s À1 observed for the September 2000 event. There is a general similarity in the evolution of the 12 September and 5 November 1991 eruptions; in both cases newly emerging flux in the vicinity of a quiescent filament leads to slow destabilization of the filament followed by a strong acceleration phase and filament disappearance.
Predictability of Storms From Quiet Sun Eruptions
[21] It bears repeating that the first tier geomagnetic storm of November 1991, which was larger than any storm in the preceding cycle 21 (1976 -1986) and was surpassed only by the great March 1989 event in solar cycle 22, went unpredicted. This missed forecast stemmed in part from the unavailability of real-time coronagraph and soft X-ray images to space weather forecasters in 1991, a situation which has since been rectified.
[22] Even with such observations available, however, the question arises: How predictable are storms with quiet Sun (DSF or FC) origins such as that in November 1991? Joselyn [1995] investigated the magnetic orientation of 46 major (!20°, normal or dark) filaments that disappeared while near solar central meridian in 1979 and found mixed results. She found that no storms (with Ap ! 30) were associated with the least favorable orientation (negative fields north of an east-west filament; 0 of 7 cases), but few storms could be associated with the more favorable orientations (5of 15). Joselyn concluded from this limited but practical test that simple extrapolations using the observed filament orientation do not provide definitive predictions of field directions or storm occurrence at 1 AU. Similarly, Webb [1999] , from a superposed epoch analysis of a sample of large (>20 square degrees), dark, central meridian (midpoints < 30°from central meridian) DSFs (taken from the 1964 -1980 catalog compiled by Wright [1991] ), found no statistically significant effect on geomagnetic activity (either Dst or ap), substantiating an earlier result by Wright [1991] . Finally, we note that while the filament that disappeared on 5 November 1991 was large ($25°) and well positioned ($S35E25) with an inferred favorable leading edge polarity (southward), the filament alignment in relation to Earth's dipole axis was more nearly north-south than east-west. In this regard, the source of the 8 -10 November 1991 storm may have been similar to that for the great storm of 20 November 2003 [Gopalswamy et al., 2005a] . Those authors attributed the largest storm of cycle 23 to the axial component of a magnetic cloud that was highly inclined to the ecliptic plane. These various results indicate that forecasts of storms originating in quiet Sun regions, as well as of those originating in active regions, will continue to challenge space weather forecasters until reliable advance information can be obtained on the strength and direction of the magnetic fields of interplanetary CMEs [Joselyn, 1995] .
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